
Unlike traditional mechanical excavators, the rocket mining approach
would allow us to access frozen volatiles around boulders, breccia,
basalt, and other obstacles.
Most importantly, it’s scalable and cost effective. Masten’s system 

doesn’t require heavy machinery or ongoing maintenance. The stored 
water can be electrolyzed into oxygen and hydrogen utilizing solar 
energy to continue powering the rocket engine for more than five years 
of water excavation. This system would also allow us to rapidly excavate 
desiccated regolith layers that can be collected and used to develop 
additively manufactured structures.
As one of the first commercial companies sending a lunar lander to the 

Moon, Masten is in a unique position to deploy this system. We’ve been 
testing plume surface interactions with our reusable rockets and engine 
test stands for more than a decade. The tests we conduct have allowed 
us to collect cratering data using a frozen lunar regolith simulant at our 
facilities in Mojave.
These experiments helped us understand what triggers different 

cratering effects and subsurface gas permeation. It also provided the 
groundwork we needed to ensure optimal pressure conditions in the 
dome and maximize excavation on the Moon.
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Contact us at moon@masten.aero to learn more. 

Usable as drinking water, rocket fuel, and other vital resources,
lunar ice is critical to maintain a sustained presence on the Moon
and allow future missions to Mars and beyond. It can also be
used in conjunction with other volatiles found in lunar regolith,
such as oxygen and methane, to support energy, construction,
and manufacturing needs. Masten’s new method for a Rocket
Mining System would enable rapid, reliable, and ongoing
extraction of lunar ice and volatiles located at the Moon’s polar
and permanently shadowed regions.

Masten teamed up with Honeybee Robotics and Lunar Outpost
to design a new Rocket Mining System that can rapidly extract
frozen volatiles from the Moon. This method disrupts lunar soil
with a series of rocket plumes that fluidize ice regolith by
exposing it to direct convective heating.
It utilizes a 100 lbf rocket engine under a pressurized dome to

enable deep cratering more than 2 meters below the lunar
surface. During this process, ejecta from multiple rocket firings
blasts up into the dome and gets funneled through a vacuum-
like system that separates ice particles from the remaining dust
and transports it into storage containers.
The small, low mass system, including the rocket fuel, engine,

collapsible dome, and storage containers, can be attached to a
rover and delivered to the Moon on Masten’s lunar landers. The
system is projected to mine up to 12 craters per day and produce
100 kg of ice per crater. That would allow us to recover more than
420,000 kg of lunar water per year.
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